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CURRENT STATE 

 Editing costs are a very large part of our budget 
 Anecdotal evidence that our process is highly 

variable in terms of quality, with significant 
frustation from some authors 

 Other societies do not seem to be using the heavy 
editing we use: 
  Comsoc runs its own shop 
  SP does moderate editing 
  Others use vendors 

 We considered in detail the Comsoc approach 



JOURNALS DEPT:  1ST PASS FOR 2013 
INCREASES 4% FROM 2012 BUDGET 

  * 2010 Final approved rate was $66.50/pg v. $59.00/pg actual; 2011 Final approved 
rate    
     was $63.00 v. $55.10 actual.  
 ** 2012 Total costs up by 12% over 2011 due to lower 2012 journal budgeted page   
     volume v. 2011 actual page volume and continuous investment in support of all- 
     digital workflow. 
***Total based on highest rates for information conversion and graphics. 



COMSOC PROCESS 
  Spoke to Vincent Chan, Jack Howell and Joe Milizzo 
  ComSoc uses Manuscript Central for paper submissions. 
  Each journal has a publications editor (PE) 
  Once a paper is accepted, authors send files to PEPE checks 

all info is there: latex, eps figs, author photos, copyright 
  PE has transmittal form to keep track of info: above, contact 

author,received/revised/accept date, associate editor, etc. 
  Once complete, PE sends to Joe's department. 
  Joe's dept. has 4 full time employees (incl. him), mostly work 

on magazines. 
  For the journals (several, at least 3 Transactions and 2 

Letters) Joe's departmentdoes little, and instead they use free 
lancers (FL) 

  Three FL, all in the US 
  FL get $15.50 per page. 



COMSOC PROCESS 

 FL do light editing. They do not touch the body of 
the paper, nor address language. 

 English problems tend to get fixed in the review 
process 

 FL address only the front page and references. 
 They add preamble formatting lines to the latex file 

to get the IEEE style, make sure title, author names 
etc. are okay, add copyright line. 

 Light edit of references (uniformize dates, names, 
punctuations, etc.) 

 FL interact with authors for galleys etc. 
 Once authors sign off the FL submit to Joe's 

department 



COMSOC PROCESS 

  Sometimes Joe's department does some of the above 
(such as adding the preamble or some of the editing), 
thereby reducing the cost to below $15.50 per page. 

  Joe's dept. batches papers, an sends to a FL who 
sends to IEEE publications to post on Xplore (twice a 
week). 

  One FL also does prep work for rapid posting and she 
gets a couple more dollars per page. 

  IEEE charges some administrative charges per page 
and per file 

  They do not convert the papers to XML. 
   They send only XML meta data such as titleand by-

lines. The rest goes in pdf 
  ComSoc created some software to generate the XML 

meta-data, and the FL use this software. 



XML ISSUE 

 Kevin Lisankie at IEEE writes: 
  Regarding XML, as part of the Interactive Content 

Project (ICP) XML content from all IEEE publications is 
being converted to a new DTD and then being made 
available as HTML on Xplore. As a part of that process, 
we are using all available XML from each journal. IEEE 
does require full-text XML, which we create for T-IT. 
There are some journals that are not complying with 
that requirement, but they will be in compliance 
through ICP and will be required to produce full-text 
XML going forward. 

 Asked Mike Casey at NOW to run some numbers 
for us 



XML ISSUES 



NEW JOURNAL EDITORIAL SERVICE:  
MODERATE EDITING 
  Includes Editing of: 

  Abstracts 
  Bios 
  Callouts & art captions 

 Ensures accuracy of: 
  Article metadata 
  Automated spell check 
  Reference validation 

 Also includes: 
  Author proofs & alterations 

 Excludes: 
  Editing text for 

grammar, 
punctuation, spelling 
or style 



Comparison of Journal Services Fully 
Edited 

Moderate 
Editing 

Mid-Level 
Service 

Editing text for grammar, punctuation, 
spelling, and style 

√ 

Editing of abstracts, bios & callouts √ √ 

Ensure accuracy of article metadata √ √ 

Automated spell check √ √ 

Author page proofs and alterations √ √ 

Import/size graphics √ √ 

Assign DOIs √ √ √ 

Ensure transfer of copyright √ √ √ 

Provide edit mgmt for each issue √ √ √ 

Ensure accurate tagging & validity of XML √ √ √ 

Prepare TOC or Index of Content √ √ √ 

Perform final pagination and layout √ √ √ 

Perform quality checks √ √ √ 

Provide single article delivery to Xplore √ √ √ 

Provide e-files to Xplore and print vendor √ √ √ 



FINANCIAL ADVANTAGES OF MODERATE 
EDITING 
 2011 Moderate Editing service launched at $50.00 

per page or 21% lower than the Fully Edited 
budgeted rate of $63.00 per page 

 2012 Moderate Editing rate budgeted at $50.00 
per page or 20% lower than the Fully Edited 
budgeted rate of $62.75 per page 

2011 MODERATE 
Edit 

FULLY 
Edited 

%  Diff fr 
FULLY Ed. 

Page Rate $50.00 $63.00 -21% 

Graphics (1) $5.00 $5.00 0% 

Info Conv. $6.00 $6.00 0% 

Total $61.00 $74.00 -18% 



CONCLUSIONS 

 We should be able to reduce considerably our 
costs 

 XML conversion should be doable if we decide to 
worry about it, which other societies do not 

 Possibilities: 
  Stay as we are 
  Go to moderate editing 
  Approach Comsoc to see whether we can piggyback 
  Run our own shop 
  Use a vendor – can query other societies about their 

vendors. 


